
 

Leave   No   Trace   Agreement  
 

In   order   to   preserve   nature’s   beautiful   playground,   we   have   a   list   of   commonly   adopted  
agreements   to   ensure   that   we   are   leaving   our   environment   better   than   we   found   it.     Please   read  

these   agreements   and   sign   off   that   you   understand   and   are   willing   to   follow   them.    The  
agreement   covers   the   time   you   spend   on   our   trip,   however   we   hope   that   you   will   remember  

them   long   after   your   trip.    Leave   no   trace,   Bigfoot   has   been   doing   it   for   years.   
  

 The   Seven   Principles   
  

1.    Plan   Ahead   and   Prepare    -   talk   with   your   guides,   follow   the   packing   list,   visit   our  
website   at   www.natesrogueadventures.com  

2. Travel   and   Camp   on   Durable   Surfaces    -   stay   on   trails   when   hiking   and   camp   in  
designated   campsites.  

3. Dispose   of   Waste   Properly    -   use   a   groover   or   pit   toilet,   watch   pets   and   pick   up  
after   them   as   necessary,   the   solution   to   pollution   is   dilution   (when   you   need   to  
urinate,   go   in   the   river   instead   of   on   shore)   ,   always   sweep   camp   and   lunch   sites,  
make   sure   all   trash   and   micro   trash   is   properly   disposed   of,   NO   GLASS  
ALLOWED,   recycle   when   possible.  

4. Leave   What   You   Find    -   take   only   pictures   and   leave   only   footprints  
5. Minimize   Campfire   Impacts    -   check   fire   regulations   before   you   go,   always   use   a  

fire   pan   and   dispose   of   ashes.  
6. Respect   Wildlife    -   we   are   visitors   in   many   animals’   habitat.    Respect   their  

homes,   do   not   feed   wildlife,   observe   instead   of   interact.  
7. Be   Considerate   of   Other   Visitors    -   the   curfew   is   at   10pm   when   at   camp,   please  

be   quiet   and   respectful   of   other   campers   and   boaters,   share   spaces   and   occupy  
campsites   that   meet   the   size   of   your   group,   be   mindful   of   shared   spaces   and  
minimize   your   footprint   while   using   boat   ramps.    The   river   is   for   everyone   to   enjoy  
the   wilderness,   please   don’t   affect   anyone   else’s   ability   to   appreciate   nature.    If  
you   choose   to   drink   or   use   marijuana,   please   know   that   marijuana   is   illegal   on  
federal   land.    Use   discretion   if   you   choose   to   partake,   also   please   drink  
responsibly.    This   river   has   a   lot   of   exciting   features   and   we   are   adventuring   in   a  
remote   wilderness,   the   consequences   are   higher   in   this   area.    Please   play   safe.  

  
 

 
Guest   Name:   ________________________________________    Date:   ____________________________  

 


